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Abstract From a few presentations of an object, per-

ceptual systems are able to extract invariant properties such

that novel presentations are immediately recognized. This

may be enabled by inferring the set of all representations

equivalent under certain transformations. We implemented

this principle in a neurodynamic model that stores activity

patterns representing transformed versions of the same

object in a distributed fashion within maps, such that

translation across the map corresponds to the relevant

transformation. When a pattern on the map is activated, this

causes activity to spread out as a wave across the map,

activating all the transformed versions represented. Com-

putational studies illustrate the efficacy of the proposed

mechanism. The model rapidly learns and successfully

recognizes rotated and scaled versions of a visual repre-

sentation from a few prior presentations. For topographical

maps such as primary visual cortex, the mechanism

simultaneously represents identity and variation of visual

percepts whose features change through time.

Keywords Visual cortex � Learning � Topographic maps �
Cortical dynamics

Introduction

The equivalent apparitions in all cases share a com-

mon figure and define a group of transformations that

take the equivalents into one another but preserve the

invariant figure. So, for example, the group of

translations removes a square appearing at one place

to other places; but the figure of a square it leaves

invariant. These figures are the geometric objects of

Cartan and Weyl, the Gestalten of Wertheimer and

Köhler. We seek general methods for designing ner-

vous nets which recognize figures in such a way as to

produce the same output for every input belonging to

the figure. We endeavour particularly to find those

which fit the histology and physiology of the actual

structure.

Pitts and McCulloch 1947—‘How do we know

universals: the perception of auditory and visual forms’

Briefly, the characteristics of the nervous system are

such that, when it is subject to any pattern of exci-

tation, it may develop a pattern of activity, redupli-

cated throughout an entire functional area by spread

of excitations, much as the surface of a liquid

develops an interference pattern of spreading waves

when it is disturbed at several points.

Lashley 1950—‘In search of the engram’

From a few presentations of an object, perceptual systems

quickly build a representation that enables new presenta-

tions to be recognized. In the visual system, for instance, it
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is crucial that an object can be recognized independently of

its orientation and extent. The problem is illustrated in

Fig. 1, which shows a rectangle rotating and changing in

size over time. Despite these changes, the visual system

perceives the rectangle as a single object, not a collection

of different objects. While this type of task may appear

trivial, exactly how perceptual constancy of this sort is

established with rapidity and maintained efficiently

remains something of a mystery.

We introduce a model in which object invariance is

realized through dynamic generalization. This mechanism

in some respect is similar to formal approaches the prob-

lems of perceptual Goodness (Pitts and McCulloch 1947;

Garner 1962; Hoffman and Dodwell 1985; van der Helm

and Leeuwenberg 1996; Wagemans 1999; Olivers et al.

2004; van der Helm and Leeuwenberg 2004). The concept

of Goodness has connotations of both ‘‘simple’’ and ‘‘easy

to remember’’, but is notoriously hard to define in general

(for some debates, see e.g., Olivers et al. 2004; van der

Helm and Leeuwenberg 1996, 2004; Wagemans 1999).

Pitts and McCulloch (1947) envisaged, see the quote at the

start of this paper, a definition in terms of invariance under

pattern transformation. Garner (1962, 1966) provided such

a definition, based on the view that categorical represen-

tations are fundamental to perception. Categories are

defined as equivalence sets; they include several specific

items that can be regarded as versions of each other via a

group operation. Garner’s fundamental idea is that good

patterns have few alternatives within their equivalence sets.

Garner and Clement (1963) tested this idea, using patterns

exemplified in Fig. 2. They showed that their criterion of

equivalence set size (ESS) could reliably predict observers’

Goodness ratings.

Garner (1966) considered invariance under transforma-

tion of rotation and reflection. Rotation will feature in our

approach as a key example. Unlike Garner, we will not

address reflection (symmetry), as this is understood more

adequately as a pairwise relationship of pattern compo-

nents (van der Helm and Leeuwenberg 1996). Instead of

reflection, we will model scaling invariance. The main

difference with Garner’s approach however is that, rather

than set-theoretic, our description of the equivalence rela-

tion is dynamical, and embodied in cortical topography.

The proposed model integrates two critical findings in

cortical neurophysiology. First, the human cortex contains

over fifty well-defined cortical areas. As understanding of

these areas increases, it has become evident that many of

them display clear topographical structure related to their

function (Catania 2002; Malach et al. 2002; Chklovskii and

Koulakov 2004). The best studied area is the primary visual

cortex, which represents the visual field as a retinotopic

mapping (Schwartz 1980; Tootell et al. 1988c; Balasubr-

amanian et al. 2002; Adams and Horton 2003).

Second, dynamically-oriented studies in neuroscience

have revealed an astonishing complexity in spatiotemporal

patterns of electrical activity of the cortex (Freeman and

Barrie 2000; Wright et al. 2001). The dynamics of cortical

activity encompass a multiple temporal and spatial scales:

sufficient to include both fast but localized perceptual

process (Nicolelis et al. 1995; Freeman and Barrie 2000;

Fig. 1 Sequential images (top
to bottom) of a rectangle that

transforms through time by

rotating and changing size.

Recognition of object constancy

is achieved automatically and

effortlessly by the visual

system. The mechanism

described in the present research

is able to achieve this type of

generalization from only a few

examples. This process of

generalization is indicated in the

figure by the gray points
forming the top-most rectangles,

which become black by the

fourth instance of the rectangle

ESS 1 ESS 4 ESS 8

Fig. 2 Garner patterns comprising the set of all 90 five-dot patterns

that can be constructed on an imaginary 3 9 3 grid leaving neither

rows nor columns empty. They fall into 17 disjunctive Equivalence

Sets (ES) of patterns that can be transformed into each other by

rotations in 90� steps and/or by reflections. Seven ES contain eight

patterns, eight sets contain four patterns, and two sets consist of only

one pattern (see Fig. 2). Garner and Clement (1963) proposed that the

size of the ES determines Goodness, in the sense that the smaller the

Equivalent Set Size of a pattern (ESS), the larger its Goodness
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Eckhorn et al. 2001) and whole cortex event-related inte-

gration of cognition (Alexander et al. 2006a; Klimesch

et al. 2007). At the local as well as the global scale, the

spatio-temporal dynamics often have the appearance of

transient traveling waves (Freeman and Barrie 2000;

Alexander et al. 2006a; Ito et al. 2007).

Map-based invariance

Representational invariance has been observed in several

visual and vision-related areas including the ventral intra-

parietal area, inferotemporal cortex, entorhinal cortex and

hippocampal structures (Rolls 1992; Ito et al. 1995; Kovacs

et al. 1995; Logothetis et al. 1995; Duhamel et al. 1997;

Quiroga et al. 2005). These studies report invariant neural

responses for partial occlusion, size, position, 3-D orien-

tation, direction of eye-gaze as well as across multiple

images of famous people and landmark objects. However,

in general only a small fraction of neurons show invariant

responses over the entire range of tested object variations.

This suggests that localized representational schemes pro-

vide an incomplete account of invariance.

If individual neurons or small populations of neuron

represent invariant features, the scientific problem can be

posed as to how these features can be acquired by localized

learning (Rolls 1995; Booth and Rolls 1998; Kording and

König 2001; Ullman and Bart 2004). Solutions to this

problem have been proposed, including the generation of

explicit invariant representations through pre-processing

(Bishop 1995; Bradski and Grossberg 1995; Tuytelaars and

van Gool 2000; Mikolajczyk and Schmid 2002); integra-

tion of learning over neighbouring spatial locations

(Fukushima 1988; Phillips et al. 1995; Stone and Bray

1995) or over the short-time scales in which the object

varies (Földiak 1991; Rolls 1995; Stone and Bray 1995);

and summation over units that each have invariant response

over a limited range of feature variation (Poggio and Bizzi

2004). A shortcoming of all these models is that they are

unable to generalize to a range of objects from only a few

examples.

We propose, instead, that object invariance is achieved

by creating a field of distributed representations, which in

turn enables swift generalization of object identity. Our

model generates and stores, in a non-local manner, object

identity within a topographical map. Invariant representa-

tions are laid down in these maps from only a limited

number of examples. The critical property of the topo-

graphic maps is that translated ‘copies’ of representations

refer to different versions of the same pattern, depending

on their location within the map. The creation of set-wise

translations of the original representation enables the sys-

tem to predict potential future transformations. The

detection of object invariance thus amounts to the priming

of multiple, distributed representations that are consistent

with future object variation.

The proposed neuro-dynamical mechanism operates on

sparsely activated input patterns in the topographic maps,

leading to synchronous activity between mutually con-

nected foci of activity. Spatio-temporal waves emerge from

these foci which then broadcast ‘copies’ of the represen-

tation throughout the map. Dynamic changes in synaptic

gains, dependent on timing relationships between peaks in

the wave-fronts, store these broadcast ‘copies’. In this

manner, the system can represent familiarity with all the

transformed (e.g. rotated) versions of an object subsequent

to only a few instantiations of the representation of that

object.

The mechanism shares features of localized approaches

to the problem of representational invariance: the mapping

of the input projections to the topographic map is a form of

invariant pre-processing; broadcasting of ‘copies’ over a

map performs a function analogous to integration of

learning over object variation; and, finally, each ‘copy’ of

the representation is able to contribute activity to a more

abstract representation ‘upstream’ in the cortex. None of

the previous approaches, however, used distributed repre-

sentation of both object identity and variation; nor did their

system dynamics enable the generalization of invariant

object properties from only a few presentations.

Topographic-dynamic invariant object recognition draws

together recent findings from a range of disciplines. From

cognitive neuroscience it draws upon our understanding of

cortical maps. Knowledge is stored within a systematically

organized representational structure that both enables and

limits the scope of cognitive ability. From neuroscience the

theory makes use of recent findings in the study of neuro-

dynamics at the level of mass neuronal populations, as well

as the empirical study of topographic maps in the cortex.

From mathematics it makes use of the long known—but

little disseminated—properties of pseudo-invariant maps.

The theory is pinned down by numerical simulations and a

geometrical proof that together demonstrate the in principle

efficacy of the proposed mechanism.

Generalization as pseudo-invariance

The first critical concept of the dynamic generalization

theory is that of pseudo-invariance. By definition, invariant

representations have the property that they encode all rel-

evant variations of a percept as a single representation.

Pseudo-invariant representations differ from invariant ones

in that the variations of the representation are translations,

or displaced copies, of each other (Sheridan et al. 2000). In

the dynamic generalization theory, pseudo-invariance is

hypothesized to be property of cortical maps. In other

words, a class of nontrivial transformations of a percept can
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be encoded by a set of representations within a cortical map

related by mere translations of position.

The present paper will focus on visual cortex. Despite the

standard textbook account of early sensory cortex, it has

become evident in recent years that widespread dynamic

interactions play a critical role in the formation of percep-

tions (see Alexander and van Leeuwen 2010, for a review of

long-range contextual modulation in the primary visual

cortex). We will therefore consider the role of the primary

visual cortex as an architecture for pseudo-invariance of two

dimensional representations. In this case the stimulus field,

S, is the two dimensional visual field described in retinotopic

coordinates. The relevant topography of cortical maps is

assumed to be well approximated by a two dimensional

sheet. Denoting the cortical map as C, we can define the

following mappings in the complex plane:

f : S! S

where f is some transformation in S,

M : S! C

where M is the mapping of S into C, provided by the

anatomy of the cortex, and

T : C ! C

where T is translation within C. Our interest lies in how

some transformation f in S can be achieved within a cor-

tical map by mere translation. This is given by the fol-

lowing mapping diagram:

This mapping diagram captures the property that the

stimulus field and the cortical map co-exist as two different

functional spaces. If M is a homeomorphic mapping, hav-

ing the property that it can be reversed without loss of

information, the property of pseudo-invariance can be

expressed as

f ðzÞ ¼ M�1ðTðMðzÞÞÞ ð1Þ

where M-1 is the inverse mapping of M. Equations 1, 2

describes in a simple way the property that some (useful)

transformation of the stimulus field can be achieved by

mere translations within the cortical map. Alternative for-

mulations of the concept of pseudo-invariance have pre-

viously been explicated (Pitts and McCulloch 1947; Agu

1988; Sheridan et al. 2000).

We illustrate Eqs. 1, 2 in Fig. 3, for the case of the

complex-logarithmic mapping, which is a homeomorphic

mapping providing rotational and scaling pseudo-invariance

(Schwartz 1980; Balasubramanian et al. 2002). The critical

geometric features of a pseudo-invariant mapping can be

seen here: the original representation is distorted in M, but

that these distorted versions can be merely translated around

within M in order to achieve the transformation f. That is, if

the distorted representation is mapped back to the original

representational space, via M-1, the representations regain

their original undistorted shape but have been transformed

according to f rather than merely translated.

Dynamic generalization through travelling wave

activity

The second critical concept of the dynamic generalization

theory is that of propagation of copies. This is a process by

which a particular representation is copied to all positions

within a cortical map within the map via dynamical

mechanisms. ‘Copying’ means that all translated versions

of the representation are primed. One way to achieve this

end would simply be to allow the cortical map to be acti-

vated by all possible translations of a representation over

many successive presentations. However, dynamic gener-

alization requires that a small number of instances of the

representation are sufficient to achieve the desired propa-

gation of copies. This process therefore requires that all

translations of a representation are primed after activation

of the cortical map by only a limited number of translations

of the representation. This priming could occur through

temporary increases in synaptic gains within each of the

⇒
M( ')=log( +ε) 

0 0 

⇐
M -1

f( ) T( ') 

Fig. 3 Illustration of the complex-logarithmic mapping and its

property of rotation invariance. Left of figure shows four triangles
rotated about the origin. This rotation is denoted by the transforma-

tion f(z). Right of figure shows the complex-logarithmic mapping of

the z-plane, M(z’), in which the four triangles are also represented.

While the shape of each triangle is distorted, the four versions are all

translations, S, of each other. Translating the objects vertically within

the complex-logarithmic map is equivalent to rotating about the origin

in the untransformed space. If a translated version of the triangle in

M is mapped back into the original space via M-1, the result is a

rotated version of the object. Likewise, translating horizontally in the

complex-logarithmic map is equivalent to scaling (smaller/larger)

about the origin in the untransformed space (see Schwartz 1980)
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copies or by leaving a residual, ongoing trace of dynamic

activity that creates internal links within each of the copies.

The process of propagation of copies is illustrated for a

specific type of dynamical activation in Fig. 4. A repre-

sentation is formed from discrete foci of activation in the

cortical maps. Activated foci on the cortical map are

assumed to become synchronously activated by their inputs

and reciprocal interconnections (Wright et al. 2001). A

wave of activity then propagates outwards from each point

in the representation, like ripples on the surface of a pond.

Short-term memories are stored between neurons in the

cortex via coincident activations induced by the wave

fronts. Consideration of Fig. 4 indicates that an arbitrary

copy (translation) of the starting pattern of focal activations

will also be stored as a short-term memory.

The computational potential of neurodynamics has long

been understood (Agu 1988; Ermentrout and Kleinfeld

2001; Freeman 2003; Gong and van Leeuwen 2009).

Recordings over large populations of neurons have shown

several activity patches can occur simultaneously within or

across cortical regions (Arieli et al. 1995; Kleinfeld and

Delaney 1996; Dale et al. 2000; Freeman and Barrie 2000;

Lam et al. 2000; Senseman and Robbins 2002; Derdikman

et al. 2003; Freeman 2003; Kenet et al. 2003; Tucker and

Katz 2003; Fox et al. 2005; Ferezou et al. 2007; Vincent

et al. 2007). They are not bound to specific locations but

propagate, spread, drift, or move about across the space of

the cortex (Arieli et al. 1995; Kleinfeld and Delaney 1996;

Lam et al. 2000; Senseman and Robbins 2002; Derdikman

et al. 2003; Kenet et al. 2003; Fox et al. 2005; Ferezou

et al. 2007). The term ‘‘wave packets’’, used in the context

of olfactory, visual, auditory and somatosensory cortices of

behaving rabbits (Freeman and Barrie 2000; Freeman

2003), nicely captures these aspects of the collective

activity. Propagating activity patterns pervasively occur in

multi-unit electrophysiological recording, EEG local field

potential recording, MEG, optical imaging and fMRI

imaging, both in spontaneous activity (Arieli et al. 1995;

Fox et al. 2005; Vincent et al. 2007) and evoked responses

(Ribary et al. 1991; Kleinfeld and Delaney 1996; Prechtl

et al. 1997; Dale et al. 2000; Freeman and Barrie 2000;

Lam et al. 2000; Senseman and Robbins 2002; Derdikman

et al. 2003; Freeman 2003; Kenet et al. 2003; Tucker and

Katz 2003; Roland et al. 2006; Rubino et al. 2006; Benucci

et al. 2007; Ferezou et al. 2007; Xu et al. 2007). They are

traditionally considered to be epiphenomena of network

activity. However, their active role in entrainment of neural

network activity has recently been shown (Frohlich and

McCormick 2010). In other words, the propagating field

activity builds a feedback loop with the activity of indi-

vidual neurons, thus helping to establish a dynamic net-

work structure. We interpret this phenomenon as functional

for shaping a network structure able to perform

generalization.

Methods

Definition of the system: We define a cortical topographic

map, G, as an 8-tuple directed weighted graph:

L; p;R; t; k; v;W ;w

where L denotes a lattice of points in the Cartesian plane,

where each point i 2 L has an address associated with it.

The symbol p denotes presentation number, p 2 N. A

representation is defined as subset of points on the lattice,

R � L, which change at each p. The symbol t denotes time

within each p, and by definition t0 = 0 at the onset of each

presentation. Each point in the lattice is associated with a

time-dependent variable, denoted ki(t), that can vary during

the course of a given presentation. Each point on the lattice

is also associated with a state variable that is updated at the

beginning of each presentation, vj(p).

Every point j on the lattice receives inputs from other

points by connections of (|I| ? 1)th order, WI;j. Each such

connection is defined by a set of input addresses I � L and

a single output address j 2 L. The lattice is fully connected;

Fig. 4 The principle of reinforcement of map translations of a

representation by travelling waves. Upper The original input pattern

is shown as a set of red points. A translation of the representation is

shown as a set of blue points. Waves emanating from each point the

red pattern reinforce the pattern of all cells that are activated in phase

(circles). The blue pattern is thereby reinforced. Lower The mutual

connections (black lines) reinforced between the points in original

input pattern, and mutual connections reinforced in the arbitrary

translation of the representation
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for each j, and given synapses of nth order, all possible WI;j

exist. Each WI;j is associated with a weight value denoted

by wI;jðpÞ, which may be updated at each p.

Set-wise translation of a representation or ‘copy’: The

translation of R by k on L is

TkðRÞ ¼ fjþ k : j 2 R; jþ k 2 Lg; k 2 L ð2Þ

(see Sheridan (1996) for a formal account of the operation

of translation as addition between two addresses on a

discrete lattice). For convenience, we restrict the possible

translations such that no points will be translated off the

lattice. Henceforth, copy refers to this definition of a set-

wise translation of a representation. Given the set R, the set

of all possible translations of R is

DðRÞ ¼ fTkðRÞ : k 2 Lg

The goal connection set: The set of (|I|?1)th order

connections associated with a given M � L is

BðMÞ ¼ fWI; j : j 2 M; I � M; j 62 Ig

Given some R, the set of connections associated with all

possible translations of that R is

CðRÞ ¼ fBðTkðRÞÞ : k 2 Lg

termed the goal connection set.
Synchronous activation and expanding wave-fronts: j 2

R are defined as being synchronously active from t0. From

t0, wave-fronts expand from each j 2 R until they reach the

edge of the lattice which has absorbing boundary condi-

tions. The waves are modeled as a delta function; only the

peak in the expanding wave-front is considered. We define

wave-states on points of the lattice, kiðtÞ, corresponding to

peaks on circular expanding wave-fronts. The radius of the

wave about point j 2 R after t is given by a function dðtÞ.
kjðtÞ ¼1 if j 2 R; t ¼ t0

kiðtÞ ¼1 if 9j 2 R : j� ij j ¼ dðtÞ; i 2 L; t [ t0

kiðtÞ ¼0 otherwise

ð3Þ

Reinforcement by synchronous activation: SðtÞ is termed

a synchronous set and comprises the set of points at t that

are coincidentally engaged by the expanding wave-fronts.

SðtÞ ¼ fi : kiðtÞ ¼ 1g ð4Þ

The learning mechanism is defined such that it increments

the values of wI;jðpÞ if points in the lattice are

coincidentally activated sometime during p. The set of

connections that is reinforced is B(S(t)):

wI; jðpÞ ¼ wI; jðp� 1Þ þ Dw if 9t;WI; j 2 BðSðtÞÞ ð5Þ

where Dw is the amount of gain increase.

Resetting of previous reinforcement by asynchronous

activation: Let AðtÞ ¼ fiAg [ SðtÞ, where iA is some point

kiðtÞ ¼ 0. AðtÞ is termed an asynchronous set. Connections

associated with the asynchronous set are reset according to

following rule:

wI; jðpÞ ¼ 0 if 9t;WI; j 2 BðAðtÞÞnBðSðtÞÞ
and 8t;WI; j 62 BðSðtÞÞ ð6Þ

The proposed mechanism is sufficient to assure that all

translations of a representation are stored. This is illus-

trated geometrically in Fig. 4. In words, for any translation

TkðRÞ of a pattern R there will be a time t when dðtÞ ¼ k:
At that time the wave-front expanding from each j 2 R will

activate the corresponding element jþ k of TkðRÞ: Thus

TkðRÞ � SðtÞ: Therefore all WI; j 2 BðTkðRÞÞ get reinforced

by Eq. 5 and will not be reset to zero by Eq. 6.

Specific constraints on the system: We limit the size of

R to n, such that nmin� n� nmax, where nmin and nmax are

small, so typically 3� Rj j � 6. Ij j ¼ 1 and Ij j ¼ 2 corre-

spond to the cases of 2nd and 3rd order connections.

R comprises the set of sites that provide driving inputs to

the lattice. A number of points on the lattice may addi-

tionally be driven by noise inputs, N. Noise inputs, by

definition, are randomly chosen sites in L at each p, N 62 R.

Noise points evoke the same activation dynamics as points

in R i.e. they also produce expanding wave fronts and

thereby contribute to weight updates.

Calculating the output of the system: Let djðpÞ denote

the state at the beginning of the pth presentation due to the

driving inputs alone:

djðpÞ ¼1 if j 2 R [ N

djðpÞ ¼0; otherwise

WIj act in a similar fashion to an AND gate, so that wIjðpÞ
only has effect if, for all i 2 I, diðpÞ ¼ 1. The total

activation to site j on the pth representation is denoted by

vj(p), and is calculated at t0:

vjðpÞ ¼ djðpÞ þ
X

I

wIjðpÞ
Y

i

diðpÞ; i 2 I ð7Þ

We assume that the effects of the driving inputs on acti-

vation are large compared to inputs via network weights,

wIj. This means, for the purposes of assessing recognition

we need only consider those points in the lattice j 2 R [ N.

vj(p) is a dynamical state variable; it denotes the level of

synchronous activation at j. The time-dependent nature of

vj(p) is not explicitly modeled, but we assume that the

amplitude of synchronous activity for a given j 2 R [ N is

a monotonically increasing function of vj(p).

Goal state of the system: Points j become synchronously

activated by virtue of their mutual activation by external

inputs (i.e. j 2 R [ N) and mutual interconnectivity,

BðR [ NÞ. Recognition is defined in terms of some

threshold, hv, of the amplitude of synchronous activity at

j. For the purposes of mathematical definitions to this point,

118 Cogn Neurodyn (2011) 5:113–132
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a representation was defined as j 2 R. For the purposes of

modeling terminology, it is useful to distinguish between

the representation—and the process of recognition—which

are a function of vj(p) values, and the driving input pattern

which is specified solely by dj(p) values.

The desired system behavior at presentation p is that if

each of the previously presented patterns were of the form

TkðRÞ plus noise, where all k are unique, then upon pre-

sentation of

X � L; jXj ¼ jRj þ jNj

if 9Rp � X : J 2 RP 2 DðRÞ then

vjðpÞ� hv otherwise vjðpÞ\hv:

The goal state of the system is therefore that, after some

previous number of presentations that are translations of

the ‘same’ input pattern, the representation Rp is recog-

nized as being the ‘same’ at the next presentation. Noise

inputs that are not part of the representation are not to be

recognized as such. ‘New’ input patterns that are not

translations of the previous input pattern are also not rec-

ognized as being the ‘same’ representation.

Experimental tests

The purpose of the modeling is to demonstrate the basic

geometrical properties of the proposed mechanism; that is,

that synchronously expanding wave-fronts can in principle

copy representations. This empirical confirmation is neces-

sary because not all of the connections reinforced at each

presentation belong to a copy of the representation (see

Fig. 5, lower). That is, while the goal connection set C(R) is

always reinforced, connections outside this set, B(L)\C(R),

may also be reinforced on a given presentation. This results

in spurious activations in subsequent presentations. The

pattern of interaction between correct and spurious activa-

tions is complex, and boundary conditions are highly influ-

ential. For example, the size of the lattice plays a role in the

effectiveness of the mechanism. The results show that the

model has graceful degradation in performance with noise

and no negative effects of increasing lattice size. In order to

address theses issues, the modeling focused on the basic

geometrical properties of the spatio-temporal waves, rather

than more physiologically realistic modeling of the waves

themselves. Details on modeling the underlying cortical

dynamics can be found elsewhere (Liley et al. 1999; Wright

et al. 2001; Chapman et al. 2002).

The experimental tests answer the central question: given the

problem of spurious activations, how many prior presentations

of an input pattern are required to successfully recognize it as

being the same representation, regardless of where it may

appear in the map? If only a limited number of prior presen-

tations are required, then at each subsequent presentation the

translated input pattern can be immediately recognized as

belonging to the same representation. If the map has the prop-

erty of pseudo-invariance, the resultant property is immediate,

ongoing recognition of objects whose features vary through

time along those dimensions defined by the map (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 5 Modeling of spatio-temporal waves on a hexagonal lattice of

columns. Upper When an input pattern is presented to the lattice (red) a

set of synchronous spatio-temporal waves (black lines) emerge—one

wave centred on each of the pattern’s points. The radius of the wave

increases with increasing time during the presentation. The peak in spatio-

temporal wave is the relevant active state for the learning rule (ki = 1,

blue) and points not at peak phase are inactive (ki = 0, green). Middle The

same wave-activated points as upper figure, with black interconnection

lines showing that the synchronously activated points (ki = 1, blue) form

translations of the input pattern. All of the n(n - 1) interconnections

between n points in each copy of the input pattern are synchronously

activated by the travelling wave. Not all n(n - 1) connections are shown,

for visualization purposes. Lower In addition, a large number of

connections that are not within the set of n(n - 1) interconnections

between n points in each copy of the input pattern are also synchronous

activated. For example, all connections between different copies of the

input pattern are also synchronously activated. Not all connections

between different copies are shown, for visualization purposes
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The cortical map is modeled as a hexagonal lattice of

columns. External inputs to n sites in the lattice create an n-

point pattern of focal activations, R, at each presentation,

p. The points in the input pattern are assumed to engage in

synchronous activity. The spatio-temporal waves emerge

as an expanding wave-front from each focal point of acti-

vation. Each wave is implemented on the lattice as a circle

that expands at constant rate with time. Each circle is

centered on one of the n lattice sites in the n-point input

pattern. The spatio-temporal waves emerging from the set

of points in the input pattern are synchronized in the sense

that the wave-fronts emerge from their foci simultaneously,

resulting in a set of expanding circles which all have the

same radius at each point in time during the wave-cycle of

the presentation. This is illustrated in Fig. 5. The radii of

the circles expand with time until they pass the edge of the

lattice. The short-range connectivity, [1 mm (Blasdel

et al. 1985; Lund and Wu 1997), that underlies these

dynamics in more neurophysiologically realistic modeling

(Liley et al. 1999; Wright et al. 2001; Chapman et al. 2002)

is not explicitly implemented in the present modeling.

Weight updates are calculated at the end of each pre-

sentation, according to Eqs. 5 and 6. Since the learning rule

is formulated in terms of the output of the population of

neurons at j rather than in terms the timing of individual

synaptic inputs, the time offset in rules based on spike-

timing dependent plasticity (STDP) is implicit (see section

reviewing the neurophysiology).

The present modeling addresses three specific questions,

which bear upon the issue of how many prior presentations

are required to successfully recognize an object under

transformation, that is, regardless of where its representa-

tion appears in the map.

1. What is the behavior of B(L)\C(R) over successive

presentations?

2. What is the impact of B(L)\C(R) on recognition

performance?

3. What effect do noise inputs, N, have on recognition

performance?

To answer these questions, the modeling used

a) four different input patterns,

b) two different lattice sizes,

c) two different presentation conditions, and

d) four different levels of noise.1

The four different input pattern types and two lattice

sizes are illustrated in Fig. 6. It shows the configuration of

(a) the 3-, 4-, 5- and 6-point input patterns that were used,

as presented on (b) the small (343 site) and large (2,401

site) lattices.

There were, moreover, two presentation conditions. Over

successive presentations, input patterns were presented c)

either at random locations in the map or in sweeping

motions across the map. The effect of B(L)\C(R) on rec-

ognition performance was assessed on the large lattice by

1 Consideration of Eq. 7 indicates that the system will have more

difficulty discriminating the target representation, TkðRÞ, from the

presence of additional noise compared to discriminating TkðRÞ from

another representation which is a deformed version of TkðRÞ. This is

because vjðpÞ will tend to be larger for j 2 N in the case when M [ N,

M 2 DðRÞ is presented, compared to when j 2 O, O 2 QðRÞnDðRÞ.
More specifically, vj(p) will tend to be higher for noise points

(j[N compared to j[O\M\O) and higher for points in the

Footnote 1 continued

representation (j[M compared to j[M\O). This is true even when

M and O differ by one point only, that is, one point is displaced within

the target representation. In short, adding noise increases activation

levels compared to displacing points within the target representation.

For this reason we used additional noise rather than deformations of

the target to assess recognition performance.

Fig. 6 Test input patterns used in the modeling. Upper The four input

patterns used to test the generalization mechanism in the small lattice.

This lattice has 343 hypercolumns (73). The three point, four point,

five point and six point input patterns are shown top-left, top-right,
bottom-left and bottom-right, respectively. Lower The four input

patterns used to test the generalization mechanism in the large lattice.

This lattice has 2,401 columns (74). The three point, four point, five

point and six point input patterns are shown top-left, top-right,
bottom-left and bottom-right, respectively. These four input patterns

are identical to their small lattice counterparts, except that they are

spread over seven times the area. Since the large lattice also has seven

times the area, the effect is to preserve the sizes of the input pattern

relative to the size of lattice, while the lattice resolution is seven times

greater. The geometric-algebraic transformation that scales the input

pattern sevenfold also rotates them (see Sheridan et al. (2000) for

details)
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introducing an additional noise-point to each presentation

of the n-point input pattern. This additional noise-point was

randomly placed in the vicinity of the input pattern, illus-

trated in Fig. 7. The activations of this additional random

point provided an index of the effects of B(L)\C(R) on

spurious activations in the network. In some experiments on

the large lattice d) increasing amounts of random noise were

added to each presentation.

Simple Hebbian-type synapses (2nd order connections)

were modeled for the sake of computational convenience.

This meant the network had only Lj jð Lj j � 1Þ connections.

However, higher order connections could have been used

or the complete list of all n-tuplets of synchronous acti-

vations stored as a list, without changing the substantive

conclusions.2

In many neural network applications, the sum of the

synaptic gains is normalized in some fashion and/or non-

linear activation functions applied. Here, the network

activity is calculated without any scaling of total weights or

nonlinear activation functions. This makes it easier to

interpret our results in answering the question of how many

prior presentations are required to for the retrieval process

to correctly distinguish whether the set of points in a new

representation is a set-wise translation of the previously

presented input patterns. A simple threshold rule enables

the network to recognize whether the set of points in the

new representation is a set-wise translation of the previous

input patterns and to ignore any sub-threshold noise. For

ease of exposition, hereafter we express the threshold in

units of p rather than vjðpÞ:

hp ¼
hv � dj

DwIjðn� 1Þ; dj ¼ 1; Ij j ¼ 1; hp 2 N ð8Þ

where n is the number of points in R (not including noise

inputs) and hv is the activation threshold as defined earlier

in the methods section. The threshold is applied at t0 and

therefore takes into account learning up to, but not

including, the immediate presentation. For a given set of

experimental conditions, the threshold was calculated as

the number of prior presentations required to correctly

detect the target representation while failing to detect any

additional noise points.

Results

Figure 5 shows the four-point input pattern (red) being

presented to the small lattice, and subsequent activation of

waves states ki = 1 (blue) at one time during the wave

cycle. The figure also shows that the hypercolumns with

ki = 1 form copies of the original four point pattern. Due to

the learning rule, therefore, each set of connections storing

copies of R are reinforced by the travelling waves. The

lower part of the figure shows some of the connections

within B(L)\C(R) that were also reinforced.

Figure 8 shows the results of a single experiment in

which a four point pattern was presented at 50 random

locations. The figure shows a histogram of the number of

updated connections, categorized by the weight of the

connection. The probability that a connection within

B(L)\C(R) will be consistently reinforced over successive

2 The 2nd order synapses, as implemented in the present network,

bring about two pseudo-problems which, however, do not reflect upon

the properties of the generalization mechanism presently of interest.

First, 2nd order synapses are not able to distinguish between

representations that are rotated by p in relation to each other. Every

correctly reinforced 2nd order synapse will also contribute to the

‘recognition’ of a pi-rotated version of the representation. If 3rd order

synapses were used in the network, these spurious generalizations

would not occur. The second pseudo-problem concerns the imple-

mentation of additional noise points in the representation. The

generalization mechanism treats pairs of points with the same vector

length and direction as identical, since they are translations of each

other. That is, any representation that contains points a and b, gives

rise a set of connections (with updated gains) of the form B(Tk{a,b}),

each element of which corresponds to the connection vector, ab. For

this reason, the noise points, c, added to each representation, while

Footnote 2 continued

otherwise random, were chosen such that they did not create con-

nection vectors that were translations of the set of the existing set of

connection vectors within the pattern. That is, ab = ca and ab = ac
for each a and b in the n-point representation and for each noise point,

c. Use of higher order synapses, while computationally more inten-

sive, greatly reduces this effect, allowing for arbitrary noise points.

Fig. 7 An example of a presentation sequence for the measurement

of spurious activations, over three successive presentations. The input

pattern is swept across the lattice from 2 o’clock to 8 o’clock (p/3 to

4p/3), with random jitter in position for each of the three placements.

The extra noise element for each presentation is shown as a gray dot.
Sweeps of the input pattern took place for each of 6 directions (0 to p,

…, 5p/3 to 2p/3)
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presentations declines (approximately) exponentially with

each successive presentation. For example, the number of

connections in B(L)\C(R) that have been updated four times

in a row is very small compared to the number of con-

nections in B(L)\C(R) updated twice in a row. The weights

of C(R), which store each and every copy of the four point

input pattern, are always increased. This can be seen in the

last bar of the histogram.

Figures 9 and 10 show the averaged results of all the

experiments in which the test patterns were presented at

random locations. In a range of experiments, the size of the

lattice and the number of points in the input pattern were

varied. As in the previous figure an exponential weight

profile of B(L)\C(R) results, shown here on a logarithmic

scale for ease of interpretation. The slope of the expo-

nential weight profile of B(L)\C(R) becomes flatter as a

function of the number of points in the input pattern.

However, the slope becomes steeper as a function of lattice

size. Similar results were found using input patterns that

were swept systematically across the map.

The averaged profiles of weights in B(L)\C(R) are a

‘snapshot’ of the typical profile of weights in the network.

However, this histogram also reveals the rate at which

connections in a particular subset of B(L)\C(R), reinforced

to have weights of Dw on a specific presentation, decline in

number over successive presentations. This interpretation

of the B(L)\C(R) weight profile is referred to as the decay

rate in B(L)\C(R) of non-zero weights. Since B(L)\C(R) of
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Fig. 8 Histogram of weights for all connections in the network after

50 random presentations. The weights are expressed in units of

Dw. The 4 point input pattern was used on the small lattice (343 sites).
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B(L)\C(R), shows an approximately exponential decline in numbers of
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Fig. 9 Effects of input pattern size on B(L)\C(R) with non-zero

weights, as a function of connection weight (expressed in units of

Dw). Each line in the graph shows the averaged results of 100

experiments in which input patterns were presented randomly to 50

different locations on the small (343 site) lattice. The number of

connections in B(L)\C(R) of a given weight is represented as a

proportion of the number of connections in C(R) to provide an index

of signal to noise. The graph shows an average snapshot of the

proportion of B(L)\C(R) of a given weight, as a function of input

pattern size. The graph can also be interpreted in terms of the rate in

which a particular subset of B(L)\C(R) with non-zero weights, once

introduced into the network on a specific presentation, are then

removed from the network upon successive presentations. The rate of

removal of B(L)\C(R) with non-zero weights is slower for larger input

patterns
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Fig. 10 Effects of input pattern size on B(L)\C(R) with non-zero

weights, as a function of connection weight (expressed in units of

Dw). Each line in the graph shows the averaged results of 5

experiments in which input patterns were presented randomly to 50

different locations on the large (2,401 site) lattice. The number of

connections in B(L)\C(R) of a given weight is represented as a

proportion of the number of connections in C(R). The same overall

pattern is found as for the smaller lattice, but the rate of decay of non-

zero weights in B(L)\C(R) is much steeper (note change in scale of x-

axis). The maximum number of successively reinforced B(L)\C(R) is

also smaller in a large lattice, particularly for larger input patterns
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non-zero weight behave as background ‘noise’ to the

foreground ‘signal’ of C(R), this decay rate can be taken as

a measure of performance. Performance is defined in terms

of the number of prior presentations required to correctly

recognize the translated representation, and this in turn is a

direct consequence of the decay rate of non-zero weights in

B(L)\C(R). This means performance declines with pattern

size, but improves with lattice size.

The effects of B(L)\C(R) on performance were verified

directly via calculation of the recognition threshold, hp,

under a variety of experimental conditions. Figure 11

shows the results of one such experiment, on the large

lattice when one random point of noise was added to the 3-

point pattern, which was swept systematically across the

map. The extra point is randomly positioned in the vicinity

of the input pattern at each presentation. The grey line

shows the activation of the randomly placed point at each

presentation, calculated according to Eq. 7. Setting hp to 1

means that for the majority of presentations the extra ran-

dom point will not be mistakenly identified as belonging to

the representation. Setting the threshold to hp = 3 means

that the extra random point is never mistakenly identified

as an element of D(R) over these 50 presentations.

Figure 12 shows the combined results of a series of

experiments using the large lattice, showing the effects of

pattern size on the setting of hp. The graph shows the

number of prior presentations required for correct recog-

nition, given one extra random point at each presentation.

For 3 C |R| C 6, hp = 3 was sufficient to discriminate the

representation from the extra random input. In other words,

no matter where the pattern was presented to the lattice,

only three prior presentations were required to prevent an

extra randomly activated point being mistakenly identified

as belonging to the representation.

Figure 13 shows the results of adding increasing

amounts of noise during presentations of the 5-point

Fig. 11 Activation due to non-zero weights in B(L)\C(R), shown by

activation measured at a random point added to each presentation.

The gray line near y = 0 shows the activation at each successive

presentation for the additional random point. The black diagonal line

shows the activation level given in units of hp, as defined in Eq. 8. It

can be seen that for most presentations, the additional random point

was activated at a level below the activation threshold of hp = 1. This

data was generated using the large lattice, using the three point input

pattern

Fig. 12 Number of prior presentations required to detect the

representation without error. The data here are equivalent to

Fig. 10, but shown in summary form for the 4 input pattern types.

The histograms show the number of prior presentations that would be

required to successfully detect the representations in the presence of

the additional noise point. For example, setting the threshold hp = 1

results in correct detection of the representation 80–90% of the time,

depending on input pattern size. Setting the threshold to hp = 3

results in correct detection of the representation 100% of the time.

There is a slight degradation of performance with larger input pattern

sizes. These data are from the large lattice, aggregated over 100

presentations per input pattern type

Fig. 13 Number of prior presentations required to detect the

representation without error in the presence of increasing noise. The

conventions are the same as Fig. 11. The figure shows results for the 5

point input pattern with four levels of noise. This histograms show the

number of prior presentations that were required to successfully

detect the representation in the presence of each additional noise

point. For example, setting the threshold hp = 1 results in correct

detection of the representation 35–80% of the time, depending on the

amount of additional noise. There is a degradation of performance

with increasing noise levels. Setting the threshold to hp = 5 would

result in correct detection of the representation 100% of the time at

the maximum noise levels tested. These data are from the large

lattice, aggregated over 100 presentations per input pattern type
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pattern in the large lattice. The required threshold for

successful discrimination increased gently with |N|. For the

maximal levels of noise tested (4 randomly positioned

points), hp = 5 was sufficient to successfully discriminate

the pattern from the noise. In other words, even when |N|

approached |R|, only five prior presentations were required

to discriminate pattern and noise effectively. Similar

results to those shown in Figs. 11, 12 and 13 were obtained

for presentation of input patterns at random locations in the

map.

The results show that for patterns with reasonably small

R and for reasonably large L, the translated versions of a

representation can be recognized after only a few previous

presentations. Taking the visual system as exemplar, a

presentation can be assumed to last of the order 100 ms

(Gawne and Martin 2002; Angelucci and Bullier 2003).

Taking into account eye, head and body movements, as

well as motion in the visual field, ‘a few presentations’

involve durations of the order 500 ms. These short time

scales make the proposed mechanism ideally suitable for

fast detection of perceptual invariance, which may be

required for visual object tracking.

Neurophysiological mechanisms

We will now discuss the neurophysiological underpinnings

of the proposed cortical generalization mechanism, taking

the primary visual cortex as exemplar.

Cortical representations occur within maps

It is widely known that topographical maps exist at a

number of spatial scales in the cortex. These range from

the global scale of the cortex, through the scale of the

Brodmann areas, to the sub-millimetre scale. At the glo-

bal scale of the cortex, the Brodmann areas are organized

in a systematic fashion, for example with perceptual

regions located posteriorly and laterally, and executive

control regions located anteriorly and medially. At the

scale of the individual Brodmann area, the most well-

known maps are the retinotopic organization of the visual

areas, tonotopic organization of auditory areas and

somatotopic organization of the somato-sensory areas (see

Chklovskii and Koulakov (2004) and Catania (2002) for

reviews). Topographical organization at the sub-millime-

ter scale is apparent from the study of visual areas—for

example the upper layers of the primary visual cortex

(V1) display patterns of response properties, such as

orientation, contrast and spatial frequency preference and

ocular dominance that vary at a spatial scale of *350 lm

(Tootell et al. 1988a, b, c; Bartfeld and Grinvald 1992;

Hubener et al. 1997; Vanduffel et al. 2002; Alexander

et al. 2004a), in register with the patch to patch distance

of long-range intrinsic connections (Livingstone and Hu-

bel 1984; Yoshioka et al. 1996; Bosking et al. 1997;

Lund et al. 2003).

The retinotopic mapping of the visual field to the

monkey primary visual cortex may serve as the prototype

of a cortical map for the present research. The input layers

of V1 are organized as a map of the visual field (Tootell

et al. 1988c; Adams and Horton 2003). The mapping of the

visual field to monkey V1 is distorted in a manner that can

be approximately described by the complex-logarithmic

function illustrated in Fig. 3 (Schwartz 1980; Balasubra-

manian et al. 2002).

Representations within maps are spatially sparse

Firing patterns of neurons are highly selective for particular

stimulus features. Because of this, neuronal coding in the

cortex may be considered sparse (Vinje and Gallant 2000;

Guyonneau et al. 2004). Studies on the effects of natural-

istic stimulation have shown that activity in the visual field

from well beyond the classically defined surround further

increases the sparseness of neuronal coding in V1, by

further refining the stimulus selectivity of neurons (Vinje

and Gallant 2000; Terashima and Hosoya 2009; Haider

et al. 2010). The spatial pattern of activity in V1 neurons in

the upper layers has an excitatory-centre/inhibitory-sur-

round structure (Blakemore and Tobin 1972; Nelson and

Frost 1978; Allman et al. 1985). This spatial pattern of

activation means that neighboring neurons tend to code for

similar response properties and to be co-activated by those

same stimulus properties, while suppressing sub-optimally

activated neurons in the surrounding region (Swindale

1996). When viewed in spatial terms of the total activity in

a cortical map, the sparseness of the neuronal code means

that sites of high activity in the map in response to a par-

ticular stimulus are relatively small in total area compared

to the size of the map; activated representations within

cortical maps are spatially sparse.

The present modeling therefore assumes that represen-

tations within a given map contain relatively few points of

high activation. Representational complexity arises from

combinations of activity across multiple maps. Each point

in a representation can be considered as an activated fea-

ture, where the feature can in turn refer to some other set of

features represented in another map.

Cortical maps can be modeled as a discrete lattice

of points

Lattice points in the model may be considered to represent

approximately one hypercolumn (Hubel and Wiesel 1974)

or column (Lund et al. 2003) in size, depending on the
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lattice size (see Fig. 5). Columnar structures are ubiquitous

in the cortex (for a recent review on the primary visual

cortex see Lund et al. 2003).

Representations are recognized on successive

presentations by virtue of short-term increases in gains

between their mutual connections

The mechanism described has potential to explain the

formation of cortical maps and has consequences for per-

manent storage of memories (see discussion). The present

research only considers short-term memory; that is, tem-

porary increases in synaptic gain due to previous activation

by an input pattern. The proposed mechanism assumes

rapid increases in synaptic efficacy. A consequence of this

is a selective increase in response evoked by repeated

exposure to preferred stimuli, and this effect have been

recently observed in a study of cat visual cortex (Yao et al.

2007; Hua et al. 2010).

Broadcasting the representation all positions

in a pseudo-invariant map is equivalent to generalizing

over all transformations allowed by the map

The mapping of the visual field into V1 can be described in

an idealized form as the complex-logarithmic mapping,

which has the pseudo-invariant properties described in

Fig. 3 (Schwartz 1980; Sheridan et al. 2000; Balasubra-

manian et al. 2002; Hinds et al. 2008). Another example of

a pseudo-invariant map occurs in the frequency domain

following a Fourier transformation. Translations of objects

represented within a mapping of the frequency domain

result in a frequency shifts for the representation, while

preserving the relative frequency relationships within the

representation. A pseudo-invariant mapping of the Fourier

domain would have the appearance of a tonotopic map,

similar to those found in the primary auditory cortex

(Pantev and Lutkenhoner 2000; Schreiner et al. 2000).

A set of activated foci are connected through

synchronization

Synchronous patterns of firing have been suggested as a

mechanism by which the cortex binds disparate elements of

mental objects together (von der Malsburg and Schneider

1986). Synchrony has been demonstrated in V1 between

sites separated by up to 6 mm millimetres, when the

recording sites are stimulated by moving bars of the same

orientation (Eckhorn et al. 1993; Singer and Gray 1995;

Livingstone 1996). Modeling of synchrony using realistic

assumptions about structure and function of the cortex has

revealed that synchrony can emerge rapidly between dis-

tant cortical sites, provided those sites are simultaneously

activated and mutually connected (Wright et al. 2001). In

V1, long-range horizontal fibres link sites in the upper

layers at distances of up to 3 mm (Stettler et al. 2002) in

the lower layer at distances of up to 8 mm (Rockland and

Knutson 2001).

Synchronous spatio-temporal waves emerge from each

point in the synchronous set of activated points

Synchrony phenomena can take the form of spatio-tem-

poral waves in the cortex, as experiments using wide-field

stimuli have demonstrated (Freeman and Barrie 2000;

Eckhorn et al. 2001). These waves propagate across a

distance of up to 8 mm (the maximum extent of the

recording array) at modal speeds of 0.4 m/s in monkey V1

(Eckhorn et al. 2001) and similar results have been found

in cat (Benucci et al. 2007; Nauhaus et al. 2009) and rat

(Xu et al. 2007) V1 using more focal visual stimuli. Syn-

chrony has been measured at a more local scale in V1

between pairs of neurons when one neuron is activated by a

stimulus of preferred orientation and spatial frequency and

a second neuron activated sub-optimally by the same

stimulus (König et al. 1995; Maldonado et al. 2000). The

former neuron leads the latter in phase-coupled synchrony.

These experiments results can be interpreted as spatio-

temporal waves arising in V1 at the *350 lm scale, the

distance over which local response properties vary. Pat-

terns of phase delays have also been recorded in V1 across

different depths within the same cortical column (Living-

stone 1996). Taken together, these results suggest wave

activity can arise at different scales within the primary

visual cortex.

The period of the spatio-temporal waves is less

than or equal to the size of the map

In a survey of travelling wave phenomena across multiple

species, Ermentrout and Kleinfeld (2001) note that the

phase gradient across the measurable region does not

generally exceed p (i.e. substantially less than one full

cycle of the wave). This enables phase to uniquely encode

network states (Ermentrout and Kleinfeld 2001). Long-

wavelength oscillatory travelling waves are functionally

equivalent—with regard to the proposed generalization

mechanism—to the single, transient wave fronts assumed

in the present modeling.

The synchronous components of the spatio-temporal

waves do not dissipate or deform as they pass through

each other

Modeling of spatio-temporal wave phenomena within

physiologically realistic simulations of cortex shows
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damped travelling waves emerging from sites of focal

activation (Liley et al. 1999; Wright et al. 2001). The

modeling shows that dynamical activity of the cortex can

be described by linear wave equations obeying the

principle of superposition (Chapman et al. 2002; Rob-

inson 2006). Consistent with this principle, measurement

of phase cones in the neocortex reveals multiple, over-

lapping waves exist at any given time (Freeman and

Barrie 2000). Accordingly, in our model, wave-fronts

take the form of concentric circles around the set of

activated points, allowing the waves to pass through each

other.

Onset of synchrony and interaction between waves is

fast

Modeling of synchrony phenomena in the cortex has shown

the onset of synchrony between distant sites to be fast;

almost as fast as axonal conduction times (Chapman et al.

2002). This is because the onset of synchrony in these

models takes place as a phase transition (Freeman and

Barrie 2000), rather than depending on the slow build-up of

neural interactions. The latter mechanism requires multiple

iterations of neuronal activation processes governed by the

relatively long time constants of dendritic membranes. The

similarity of time-constants between axonal conduction

velocities and synchrony onset allows that STDP may

likewise be rapid over long connection distances, as

assumed in the present modeling.

Changes in synaptic gain are timing dependent

Synaptic potentiation (both long term and fast-acting) is

assumed in the present research context to be associative

(i.e. Hebbian-like) and to involve STDP. The mechanism

of STDP follows from the observation that pre-synaptic

triggering of EPSP that immediately precedes firing or

cell depolarization can induce long term potentiation,

whereas reversing the order of these events causes long

term depression of synaptic gains (Abbott and Nelson

2000; Feldman 2000). STDP involves an interaction of

NMDA receptor activation and back-propagation of

action potentials up the dendritic tree of the post-synaptic

neuron (Magee and Johnston 1997; Markram et al.

1997). STDP-based learning rules have been used to

model theta precession in the hippocampus (Wu and

Yamaguchi 2004); related learning rules that more

explicitly depend on the phase of activity have also been

used to model theta precession (Scarpetta and Marinaro

2005). The present modeling assumes a population

analogy to STDP effects, based on sensitivity to coinci-

dence, similar to the learning rule of Scarpetta and

Marinaro (2005).

Fast acting synaptic changes are associative

The focus of the present research is on fast-acting changes

in synaptic gain (0.1–1 s), long thought to underlie per-

ceptual processes and short-term memory (Konen and von

der Malsburg 1993; von der Malsburg 1994; Sandberg

et al. 2003). While evidence for fast-acting associative

learning remains limited, one potential class of mecha-

nisms involves retrograde messengers that are released

from dendrites to act on presynaptic terminals, regulating

the future release of neurotransmitter (Abbott and Nelson

2000). For example, the release of endocannabinoids leads

to an inhibition of neurotransmitter release for tens of

seconds (Ohno-Shosaku et al. 2001; Wilson and Nicoll

2001). Another potential mechanism for fast-acting

potentiation involves voltage gated calcium channels

(Zucker and Regehr 2002). In this case, increases in syn-

aptic efficacy are due to membrane potential depolarization

over a temporal window 100–200 ms prior to EPSP initi-

ation, and are independent of an actual change in synaptic

transmission (Deisz et al. 1991; Fregnac et al. 1996). Since

voltage gated calcium channels are not associative, per se,

this mechanism would require interactions between popu-

lations of neurons to achieve associative-like effects.

Learning models that include both tonic activation and

individual spiking within the formulation of the STDP rule

show hetero-associative properties (Bush et al. 2010).

Discussion

Summary and implications

Consistent with the geometrical proof provided in Fig. 4,

modeling showed that cortical representations can be

broadcast to all points in a cortical map by means of spatio-

temporal waves of activity. The experimental results show

that unambiguous detection of a pattern occurs at any

position in the lattice after a limited number of previous

presentations, depending on the size of the lattice, the

complexity of the input pattern and the level of additional

noise. This means that a pattern will be recognized as

being the same anywhere on the lattice, after only a few

presentations elsewhere on the lattice. The relevance of

these results to representational invariance derives from the

proposed pseudo-invariant nature of the mappings. Pseudo-

invariant maps transform computationally intensive sym-

metries, such as the multiplicative symmetries of rotation

and scaling, into the additive symmetry of translation (see

Fig. 3).

Each aspect of the mechanism: synchronous activation

of input patterns; travelling waves; timing-dependent

learning; and pseudo-invariant mapping, are supported by
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known neurophysiological observations. Input patterns are

primed through a mechanism of short-term increases in

gain in the connections of the model, a mechanism

equivalent to short-term memory (Konen and von der

Malsburg 1993; von der Malsburg 1994; Sandberg et al.

2003). The generalization that results is likewise short-

term. We sought to show the in principle efficacy of this

mechanism, albeit in an idealized form. The representa-

tions are stored in a distributed, non-local fashion and the

representations are broadcast by waves. The mechanism

can therefore be conceptualized as a form of field com-

putation (Agu 1988; MacLennan 1999).

Besides representing invariance through translation in a

pseudo-invariant map, M(z0), the amount by which a rep-

resentation is translated, T, parameterizes the transforma-

tion f(z) (see Fig. 3). Thus, pseudo-invariant maps

simultaneously represent object identity and object varia-

tion. In a recent scene rotation study using fMRI, the angle

of rotation varied parametrically between a test and com-

parison scene (Nakatani et al. 2005). In posterior (retino-

topic) visual areas the size of the activated regions

increased with rotation angle while activation strength

remained the same. This effect suggests that, the larger the

extent of scene rotation, the wider the area of distributed

activity evoked in these areas. Assuming the evoked per-

fusion reflects the range of dynamical interactions, this

result can be interpreted as revealing the degree to which

the scene representation was translated within retinotop-

ically organized visual cortex.

The performance of the spatio-temporal wave mecha-

nism improves with network size. This contrasts with

various other learning algorithms, in which performance

(e.g. time to convergence or probability of convergence)

declines with network size (Bizzarri 1991; Erwin et al.

1992; Fine and Mukherjee 1999; Jordanov and Brown

2000). The trade-off here is the resolution of the phase

variable implicit in both the wave fronts and the learning

rule. The maximum realizable resolution of these phase

variables sets the upper limit of performance improvement

with lattice size.

All the assumptions of our model were shown in the

previous section to be realizable through strictly local

mechanisms in the brain. Synchronous spatio-temporal

waves in the cortex are a function of short-range connec-

tivity; they arise from the interplay of local excitatory and

inhibitory connectivity as well as intrinsic oscillatory

properties of individual neurons (D’Antuono et al. 2001;

Wright et al. 2001; Chapman et al. 2002). This means that

the mechanism of cortical generalization proposed here

requires no global supervision, neither a coordinating

clock, nor global error calculation. The functionality of the

global system behavior is thereby entirely a product of self-

organization.

Extensions of the model

In brain activity recorded with large-scale EEG arrays, we

observe that travelling waves sometimes take the form of

spiral waves (Ito et al. 2007) and spiral waves have also

been observed in the visual cortex of turtles (Prechtl et al.

1997). Spiral waves have generalization properties similar

to the ‘bullseye’ waves used in the present simulations. The

property arises if the spiral waves are of long wavelength

i.e. the phase of the wave uniquely encodes the spatial

relationships (Ermentrout and Kleinfeld 2001).

The ability to detect object constancy during temporary

occlusion of features can be easily introduced into the

model, by allowing the gains to decay with a longer time

constant than the typical duration of occlusion. In this case

the broadcast copies of the input pattern will not be

immediately removed from the system when parts or the

whole of the input pattern are missing for a few presenta-

tions, and the map will remain primed for the whole object

during the temporary occlusion. There is evidence for

visual areas specialized for dealing with temporary occlu-

sions. Plomp and van Leeuwen (2006) have shown the

perception of occluded objects can be reinforced through

priming the unoccluded object. Liu et al. (2006) used

tomographic and statistical parametric mapping of the

areas involved in the priming process and found the

priming effect consistently localized in the right fusiform

cortex between 120 and 200 ms post-stimulus. The area is

one for which topographical mapping has been proposed

(Malach et al. 2002); the time scale of these activities

corresponds, roughly, to that of our model.

The mechanism requires a pseudo-invariant mapping in

order for generalization of learning to occur. Several

candidate maps are apparent from the literature, such as

the primary visual cortex and primary auditory cortex. We

may consider extending our approach to cases in which

pseudo-invariant mapping has no mathematically tractable

form. Such maps could be used for building classification

schemes or taxonomies for sets of real world objects

(Sutcliffe 1986), an organization that has been demon-

strated for the occipito-temporal object-related visual

areas (Malach et al. 2002). The construction of such

pseudo-invariant mappings is possible through long term

potentiation. Even when the input mapping is initially

random, the short term increases in synaptic gain,

described in this paper, enforce a pseudo-invariant rep-

resentational scheme onto the map. Successive represen-

tations within the map will be translations of previous

representations, ceterus paribus, due to the preferential

reinforcement of C(R). The long term potentiation applies

to the mapping of inputs into the cortical map. So trans-

formations in the initial domain, f(z), tend to be mapped

to translations, T, within the map M. Over time, long term
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potentiation will build a patterning of inputs into M, such

that it has the property of pseudo-invariance. Long-term

potentiation thus provides the model with a mechanism to

create a pseudo-invariant map from a blank slate state.

Although slower than short-term generalization within an

existing map of the sort described in this paper, this

process of map formation is still much faster than

requiring multiple presentations of every possible object

under all possible transformations defined by f(z).

A possible further development of the model would

introduce higher-order connections to the storage network.

Theoretically, we may expect system behaviour to improve

when higher order connections are introduced. In short, this

is because instances of non-zero weights in B(L)\C(R) are

more common for 2nd order connections compared to non-

zero weights in B(L)\C(R) for the case when 3rd order

connections are used. 3rd order connections can be formed

into equivalent sets of 2nd order connections, but the

obverse is not always true. For example, a representation

with four activated foci can be stored as four 3rd order or

twelve 2nd order connections. But if only pairs of neurons

i; j 62 DðRÞ are coincidentally activated by wave fronts, no

3rd order connections in B(L)\C(R) can be formed. This

effect will tend to predominate over multiple presentations,

since coincidental activation of a triplet of neurons i; j; k 6
2 DðRÞ over p successive presentations will be a vanish-

ingly rare occurrence compared to coincidental activation

of a pair of neurons i; j 62 DðRÞ over p successive

presentations.

A further generalization of the model will involve par-

allel processing of multiple pseudo-invariant transforma-

tions. The concept of a pseudo-invariant map can be

applied to higher dimensional spaces, in which multiple

transformations are simultaneously generated via transla-

tions in multiple dimensions. The primary visual cortex, for

example, can be conceived as a four dimensional mapping

of visual properties. Alexander et al. (2004b) have descri-

bed the global retinotopic mapping and the local mapping

of response properties at the scale of *350 lm in terms of

a four dimensional representational space. The different

classes of intrinsic cortical connectivity in V1, short-range

and long-range (patchy) connections, can be formulated as

equivalent connection systems within this framework of a

four dimensional representational space (Alexander et al.

2004b). Correspondingly, as reviewed in the previous

section, spatio-temporal wave phenomena may arise at

both the scale of the Brodmann area (Eckhorn et al. 2001)

and the local scale of *350 lm response property maps in

V1 (König et al. 1995). Rotation and scaling of visual

objects comprise the feature transformations performed at

the global scale of V1, while the orientation and spatio-

temporal frequency of texture elements comprise the fea-

ture set at the local scale of *350 lm. Translations of

representations within the combined higher dimensional

feature space enable simultaneous generalization along

each of these transformational dimensions.

The proposed mechanism of generalization of learning

can also be applied to the larger scale of the whole visual

cortex. Grill-Spector and Malach (2004) have argued that

the various visual cortical areas form a continuum rather

than discrete, specialized processing modules. Respon-

siveness to retinotopy, color, depth and primitive features

vs. complex objects gradually change over streams of

related visual areas. The entire visual cortex can be

hypothesized as a global pseudo-invariant map which

generalizes visual experience over the more specific in-

variances extracted in each individual visual area. The

requisite dynamical mechanisms for this process have been

demonstrated. Visually evoked P1 and N1 event-related

potentials have been shown to coincide with occipital to

parietal spatio-temporal waves (Klimesch et al. 2007) and

more global spatio-temporal waves arise at the time of the

visually evoked P2 and N2 (Alexander et al. 2007) that are

predominantly posterior to anterior in direction (Alexander

et al. 2006a, b).

Conclusions

In the present modeling the waves expand without dis-

tortion or noise on an idealized geometry. The proposed

mechanism and its empirical confirmation are therefore

limited by these idealized assumptions. However, the

mechanism does not require a precise physical organiza-

tion to the waves, but rather is a topological property of

the relationship between the dynamics and the connec-

tivity, bound together by the coincidence-sensitive learn-

ing rule. The positions of each column could be randomly

perturbed, with corresponding changes to the connectivity

structure and wave motion. The resulting simulation

would appear noisier, but would essentially behave iden-

tically from the point of view of learning. The critical

aspect of the mechanism is therefore the systematic

relationship between coincidence-sensitive learning, syn-

chronously generated spatio-temporal waves and map

topography. When synchronous spatio-temporal waves

and long-range connectivity are present in combination

with a synchrony-sensitive learning rule, learning of

pseudo-invariant maps and generalization of cortical rep-

resentations within those maps may be a generic property

of the cortical system.

The presence of spatio-temporal dynamics at multiple

scales of cortex (global, Brodmann area, local networks)

suggests that the proposed mechanism is widely applicable

throughout the cortex at these multiple scales. The repre-

sentations generated within cortical maps vary meaningfully
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in topographical location (i.e. according to the transforma-

tion f) and are available as inputs to localized invariant

representations elsewhere in cortex. The approach is there-

fore offered as complementary to localized learning of

perceptual invariances. The critical novelty in the present

research is that the generation and learning of perceptual

invariances is achieved in a non-local fashion. Flowing from

this property is the ability to generalize from only a limited

number of examples.

The mechanism has a number of immediate implications

for understanding perception and cognition, in addition to

object invariance and generalization of learning. As an

object varies in features over time, its pseudo-invariant

representation is continuously broadcast throughout the

map. This primes the map to future variation, but, para-

doxically, with invariant representations. The mechanism

therefore provides a powerful basis for detection of object

constancy from moment to moment.

If the transformations are smooth in time, the mechanism

enables objects to be tracked as their invariant representa-

tions translate smoothly along the relevant dimensions

defined the pseudo-invariant map. The mechanism can also

be seen as a method of forming abstractions. The repre-

sentation is abstracted over the parameter space encoded by

the pseudo-invariant map. The mechanism of abstraction is

applicable to other visual areas, in addition to abstraction

over the simpler features that strongly activate V1. When

applied to the visual cortex as a whole, high level abstrac-

tions may be achieved via generalization across multiple

visual areas.
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